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CREATE CUSTOM EXPERIENCES

As Unique as Your Events.

O

ne of the most important aspects of your attendees’
experience is engaging with your organization, whether
it’s a non-proﬁt association or multi-national corporation,
and your brand represents your organization throughout the event
lifecycle. Your brand is not only your logo and slogan, but the look
and the feel of your organization as well.
As an event app provider, we understand every event is different.
That’s why one of our top priorities is to provide you with the
customization your event demands. Offering more ways to modify
your event app than ever before, EventMobi empowers you to turn
it into a fully branded, fully tailored resource for your attendees.
This ultimate guide will provide you with an overview of all the
features and strategies you can use to customize your event app to
reﬂect the branding of your event and your organization.
To illustrate this, we’ll draw examples from past events that
highlight the beautiful, the creative, and the mind-bending. Prepare
to be inspired!

©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Build the Custom
Experience You Envision

E

very event is different and so are the demands
of every event app. Go beyond simple branding
and customize the layout and navigation of your
event app, all with an easy click-and-drag content
manager. You decided the schedule, the breakouts,
and the movement of your attendees through your
event; now, use your mastery of the attendee
experience to craft the perfect mobile experience for
your meeting.

How you manage the ﬂow of the app will determine
how successfully your attendees will use it to achieve
their objectives at your event. Attendees of an
internal product launch may want easy access to sell
sheets through your document library, while ﬁrst-time
attendees at an industry conference may want to
network and connect with other attendees. Your
attendees face challenges everyday; now, you have a
solution for them.
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Experience

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Your Custom Home Screen.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

F

irst impressions are key so start by giving your event the
introduction it deserves. Your event app’s dynamic Home Screen
is beautifully designed to engage attendees from the moment
they set eyes on the app. With customizable images, countdown timers,
personal schedules, and links to area maps, creating a fully branded
Home Screen couldn’t be easier.
This is your canvas and you are Picasso.

Want to take your Home
Screen to the next level?
If you have a web and
design team at the ready,
have them pass
EventMobi the HTML
design and our team will
implement your custom
Home Screen.

Explore the Home Screen’s potential and let your imagination take over.
Want to highlight a keynote speaker? Looking to put your top sponsor
front and center? The Home Screen provides a simple way for you to
promote important aspects of your event in a fun and inviting way.
We understand that you don’t have all day. That’s why EventMobi has
included a selection of 8 color themes for you to choose from. Click
through the options and watch your event app come to life with
attractive color schemes.
If you have a marketing or brand team at your heels, they may not let
you off that easy. Instead of using the one-click color scheme, use the
Custom Color Palette with every color under the sun to match the
event app’s colors to your branding exactly.

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Experience

THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

Contextual Content.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

Next time you’re attending a
conference, write down a list
of assets, material, or
information you require to
make the most of the
meeting. Keep track of when
you wrote it down.
Afterwards, review the list
and you’ll have an idea of
how needs and interests can
shift throughout the lifecycle
of an attendee experience,
pre-, during, and post-event.

O

ne fantastic aspect of EventMobi you won’t ﬁnd anywhere
else is the ability to launch new Home Screens whenever you
want, at the drop of a hat, based on what your attendees
might be looking for.

PRE-EVENT

Prior to your meeting, attendees will need to know where they are
going, what they are doing and why they should be excited about your
meeting! Customize the Home Screen widgets to highlight these
features that will top-of-mind. Remember, you’re not hiding your other
features, you’re just being extra thoughtful presenting the most
relevant information ﬁrst!

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Experience

THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

Contextual Content Cont’d.
ON-SITE
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

As your education sessions
come to an end, make sure
everyone has directions to
the evening reception by
placing a map on the Home
Screen. Timely links and
widgets give you the power to
take your customization to
another level by allowing you
to tailor your event app from
moment to moment.

The personal schedule widget is very popular with attendees as it
allows them to see their personal schedules at a glance, right from the
Home Screen. As the sessions begin, use the Home Screen to highlight
session polls or surveys so attendees can ﬁnd them quickly and
participate. Don’t be afraid to change things up throughout the day.

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

Contextual Content Cont’d.
POST-EVENT
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

Use data to discover what
your attendees are looking
for. Throughout the
conference, take 10 minutes
to study your end-of-day
analytics to see what the
most popular features,
sessions and pages were. This
might give you some insight
into what you want to feature
on the Home Screen. It can
also help you market next
year’s meeting too!

Increase survey responses by placing a link to surveys on the Home
Screen. If you really want to emphasize it, reduce the size of all your
other widgets in comparison or make it the only widget available!
Another popular post-event widget is one that links to the attendees
section, as people want to remain in contact and carry their networking momentum beyond the event. As well, the document library is
increasingly important as attendees head back to their workplace,
where they will no doubt want to download and review slides from the
sessions they attended.
Revisiting and contextualising your Home Screen design can help drive
the value of your meeting and ensure that everyone has easy,
immediate access to the information they need.

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Experience

INNOVATIVE IDEAS

Get Creative with Features.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

Make it easy for your event
staff to stay connected at
all times by having everyone
use in-app chat to coordinate
throughout the meeting.
By including both on-site and
off-site staff, everyone remains
on the same page.

E

ventMobi has 7 awesome module types to work with – Agenda,
Attendees, Speakers, Companies, Info Booth, Document Library
and Direct Link – and you can add as many of them as you like.
Want to separate your sponsors from your exhibitors? Use a different
Companies module for each. Need to create a pre-event survey? Just
use a Direct Link module to highlight it. While each module is designed
for a speciﬁc part of the attendee experience, any of them can be
customized and repurposed to suit your needs! Get creative and don’t
be afraid to ask our eager support team for advice!

AGENDA

Primary Function Sharing the schedule of events with tracks, session
descriptions, and links to speaker details.
Awesome Function
For festivals and events that include performances, add the set list so
everyone knows who is playing and when. Or, create a personalized
schedule so, when attendees sign in, they only see the sessions you want
them to see.

ATTENDEES

Primary Function Listing people who are attending the meeting and
facilitating networking.

SHARE THIS TIP!

Awesome Function
Segment attendees into different groups or create an ‘On-site Staff’
module, making it easy for attendees to ﬁnd staff. Groups are only visible
through the Content Manager making it a great tool for organizing your
communication strategy without distracting or confusing attendees. The
key feature of the attendee listing is in-app chat, which is great for
networking, allowing attendees to ask questions, or coordinating staff
on-site through the app.

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS

Get Creative with Features.
COMPANIES
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

There are often multiple tiers
of sponsors, for example, gold,
silver and bronze. Within your
event app sponsor module, use
custom banners to further
identify top sponsors and
partners.

Primary Function Listing sponsors and exhibiting compa- nies with
categories, full proﬁles, and banners.
Awesome Function
Distinguish top sponsors by giving them a separate mod- ule on the
Home Screen and Menu. For internal meetings, highlight preferred
vendors and partners that staff may want to contact for future projects
using ribbons or col- or-coordinated categories.

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS

Get Creative with Features.
SPEAKERS
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

Create multiple Document
Libraries making it easy to
navigate from “Exhibitor
Materials” to “Session Slides”
to “Exclusive Giveaways”.

Primary Function Listing speakers with bios and attached presentations
that can be linked to sessions in the agenda.
Awesome Function
Unique features of the Speakers module include the ability to link
speaker proﬁles to relevant sessions and to allow speakers to manage
their own proﬁles, including uploading documents to their proﬁles and
associated sessions. Distinguish special guests and VIPs by attaching
their proﬁle to the session. Your event may have keynote speakers,
workshop facilitators, and a leadership team, all of which may beneﬁt
from being distinctly recognized.

DOCUMENT LIBRARY

Primary Function Providing a centralized space within the event app
that makes it easy for attendees to quickly locate and download
resources, abstracts, and slides.
Awesome Function
Are there exhibitors or sponsors at your event? Use a Document Library
to promote them with brochures, coupons, great deals, and special
event discounts. Guess where you’re going to get the most trafﬁc in your
event app?

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS

Get Creative with Features.
INFO BOOTH
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

Like your Home Screen, you
can change up direct links on
a regular basis to highlight
companies, sessions or people
you want to bring to
everyone’s attention. If you
are changing things regularly,
ensure you are testing all of
your links as you make
changes. Just an update and a
few clicks will ensure your app
is working for all your
attendees.
SHARE THIS TIP!

Primary Function Providing a central source of information, including a
general event page, a legal section, and anything else of interest to
people coming to your event.
Awesome Function
The most customizable part of your event app, the Info Booth offers a
place for you to add other details about your event: parking information,
ﬁrst aid, FAQs, and other details your attendees want to know about.
Create multiple Info Booths to add further categorization: for example,
“Know Before You Go,” “On-site Info,” “PostEvent Need Know.” The great
part is that you can hide and show both modules and speciﬁc Info Booth
pages whenever it is convenient for your attendees. Prepare modules
months in advance and share them with the world whenever you’re
ready.

DOCUMENT LIBRARY

Primary Function Link to speciﬁc pages within the app or external sites.
Awesome Function
With the ability to create links to speciﬁc parts of the app, you can
design the attendee experience like a pro. Take sponsorship a step
further and make the ﬁrst module on your Menu a branded link that
directs the attendee to your top sponsor’s proﬁle page. Save your
attendees a click by highlighting a pre- or post-event survey. Direct
Links let you control your attendees’ behavior on the app, directing
them where you need them to go and getting them to focus on what’s
important.

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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SMALL DETAILS, BIG IMPACT

Public or Private, Your Choice.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

EventMobi’s integrated
registration passes data from
the registration process
directly into the event app so
you don’t have to do any
uploading or downloading! All
you need to do in the Content
Manager is decide which ﬁelds
are public and which are
private.

Y

ou should never feel limited when adding attendee, speaker, and
company information into your event app. Custom Fields make
it easy for you to include any information you want, and you
have absolute control over how and to whom your information is visible.
That means attendees can log in to see their personal ﬂight details and
hotel room number without anyone else having access. You can also
create open ﬁelds where attendees can add various details, such as
interests or big ideas. Then, attendees can use the universal search to
ﬁnd others interested in the same topics by using keywords like “mobile
technology” or “cats,” making it easy for them to identify the best people
to meet. Every little detail you add can make a big impact on the value of
your meeting to everyone attending.

WACKY IDEAS ARE WINNING IDEAS

Ever have a speaker tell everyone to reach under their seats and ﬁnd a
prize? EventMobi clients have done this before using custom ﬁelds. Part
buzz-bolsterer, part event app adoption strategy, the keynote speaker
urged everyone to check their proﬁle on the app to see if they were a
lucky winner. Try this at one of your sessions and watch the event app
usage spike!

IMPORTANT NOTES ON
ATTENDEES
SHARE THIS TIP!

Make sure everyone is on the same
page with some notes only visible
through the Content Manager.

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Delivering Happiness
with Direct Notification

E

ventMobi Direct Notiﬁcation gives you the
ability to reach your attendees swiftly and
easily when you want to communicate updates,
room changes, reminders, and other event news.
What makes Direct Notiﬁcation more powerful than
any other planner-to-attendee communication is
that you can deﬁne groups of attendees and send
them targeted messages that are relevant to them.
Whether you’re telling ﬁrst-time attendees about a
meet-and-greet reception or VIPs about an exclusive

luncheon, you can craft the message speciﬁcally for
them. Create as many groups as you need.
You can schedule alerts to go out at any time, and
you can also send an accompanying email to
everyone in your attendees listing to make sure they
get the message in a timely manner. All the alerts
that have gone out thus far can be found in your
Event Feed and your Alerts section, which can
become a great resource for your attendees to refer
to as an event FAQ.

PRESENTED BY
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PERSONALIZE THE EXPERIENCE

Targeted Messages.
REMINDERS
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

Think big, your groups can
literally be anything! Group
attendees based on data you
collect through EventMobi’s
integrated registration
system and don’t be afraid to
add an attendee to multiple
groups. They’ll get all the
information most relevant to
them!

Sometimes our events take us to incredible places. For one meeting,
passports were required to enter a restricted area. An alert was
scheduled to remind all the attendees to bring their passports for the
off-site reception. Twenty minutes before the buses were to leave,
phones and tablets buzzed, beeped, and dinged to remind everyone to
pack their passports, and nobody was left behind at the off-site
entrance.

EXCLUSIVE INVITATIONS

You’ve expertly designed your meeting to cater to the needs of so
many different groups. Everyone ﬁnds value in meetings in different
ways. Direct Notiﬁcation can make it easier for you to guide attendees
through the optimal event experience for them. Use targeted
messages to invite different groups of people to different sessions,
receptions, or meet-ups.
Based on the information you’ve collected on their likes, interests, and
focus, you can group them accordingly. When there is a special event
taking place for them on-site, send out an exclusive invitation! Here
are some examples:
Hey Boston-Area Event Planners! Everyone is meeting up at the Hyatt
hotel bar at 5:30. Hope you can make it!

SHARE THIS TIP!

Interested in Meeting Design? You might be interested in hearing from
the Meeting Design Institute at 1:00pm tomorrow. Click here to save it
to your schedule.

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Communication

PERSONALIZE THE EXPERIENCE

Targeted Messages Cont’d.
TRACKS
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

Place images and icons
within your notiﬁcation. A
visual cue can be more
enticing and exciting for
attendees, and will ensure
they take the time to look at
the pop-up. You can even
include links driving
attendees to speciﬁc areas of
your event app.

If your schedule ﬁts into tracks or breakouts, Direct Notiﬁcation can
reinforce that focus by allowing you to pre-schedule alerts targeted to
people attending speciﬁc sessions of interest, advising them of
materials worth downloading or other attendees and speakers worth
meeting.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Did you know that many public spaces on the west coast, such as
conference centers, hotels and venues, have a seismic mandate to
abide by? If there’s an earthquake, there needs to be a plan. When
natural disasters and other emergencies hit an event, you require
immediate and reliable communication channels to all attendees.
Fortunately, Direct Notiﬁcation can be used to assist in the evacuation
of conference centers, the redirection of attendee trafﬁc, and the
provision of updates and important notiﬁcations during other
unforeseen circumstances. Staying connected to every attendee is not
only a better experience, it can be integral to maintaining attendees
safety and security too.

THE VIP EXPERIENCE

SHARE THIS TIP!

Be as personal as you want. Your messages can even go to individuals
— heck, you can address them by name if you like. When VIP clients
arrive at the conference, send a message that includes a link to their
personal schedule or an invitation to an exclusive networking
opportunity that you’ve arranged speciﬁcally for them. They know who
they are meeting, where, and when, and you’ve ensured their visit is as
efﬁcient and smooth as possible. Nicely done!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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How Data Improves the
Attendee Experience

A

nswers and information you collect through
your polls, surveys, and session feedback
offer a multitude of opportunities to
discover what your attendees are most interested
in. Whether you’re gauging the effectiveness of a
session, the general interest in a particular topic, or
the biggest challenges attendees face, polling gives
you valuable information that can help you design
your meetings in the moment and the future.

PRESENTED BY
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Data

REAL-TIME AND RELEVANT

Crowdsource Your Content.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

Combine responses from your
audience with data from your
app analytics. Together, the
information you collect with
illustrate how attendees were
looking to engage. At the time
of the session, were they
reading the speaker’s proﬁle or
ﬁlling out the survey? What
was the most commonly asked
question? Take that
information and make it even
easier for attendees to access
it next time; a small insight
that will certainly delight.
SHARE THIS TIP!

T

he core value of audience response technology is the ability to
generate results instantly, creating interactive, educational
experiences. Powerful and impactful, seeing those results add
up in real time and watching what others are saying is great, but in
reality, it’s one small step to unlocking the true potential of live polls,
surveys, and instant feedback. Being able to give your attendees a
voice and use them as a sounding board is incredible, but audience
response technology lets you turn your observations into
opportunities to act.
Using the data and responses you collect, design the attendee
experience in real time to provide the most value for your attendees.

POPULAR SESSIONS

Watch the number of attendees saving the session rise, and check
which sessions are scoring higher based on session feedback. Allocate
time the following day for an encore of your most popular sessions
based on data and feedback.

CLOSING KEYNOTE

Keynotes tie together ideas and themes, more effectively
communicating the session’s core takeaways. If the speaker’s closing
isn’t consistent with the rest of the session, there’s a chance it could all
fall apart. Use a poll or feedback survey to ask attendees what they
need clariﬁcation on and want to hear more about. Select a ﬂexible
keynote speaker to close the session and crowdsource topics for your
closing remarks by utilizing some innovative live polls.

THOUGHT-LEADERS

To learn more about smart grid technology, C-level decision-makers
were able to ask presenting scientists and engineers about the impact
it can have. While the live, curated Q&A provided an incredibly rich
experience for attendees by allowing the audience to up-vote
questions, the raw data was collected post-event and the unanswered
questions created a framework for a future white-paper to be shared
by the association.

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Data

CASE STUDY

How Polls and Wine Intertwine.

TIPS

& TRICKS FOR
DESIGNING YOUR APP

When you ask a question, you
get two valuable sources of
insight for every response:
what the respondent said and
how the respondent said it.
Think beyond just the answer
you see in front of you. When
did they respond? Why did
they seem to take so long?
What device were they using?
Asking one simple question
can help you collect a vast
amount of valuable data.

B

arkley Kalpak Agency (BKA) is a New York-based team of
strategists, designers, planners and producers that creates
award-winning experiences for local and global clientele. For
their own mid-year meeting, they used EventMobi as they were
curious about all the different ways they could utilize mobile event
apps to further customize their clients’ event experiences.
As a part of their evening program, BKA had a wine tasting where staff
could mingle, relax, and of course, enjoy regional wines. At the end of
the evening, BKA used EventMobi’s polling feature to vote on the best
wine — a fun way to share the experience, but that’s just where they
started.
With everyone’s votes neatly organized in the EventMobi system, the
BKA management team extracted the data and delivered each person’s
favorite bottle to their room the next day.
We’re not saying you have to deliver wine to everyone’s room but we
encourage you to think creatively about what you can do with your
data to add that unexpected value and wow your attendees.

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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MORE WAYS TO HAVE MORE FUN

Creative Polls & Surveys.
MUSIC SELECTION
TRICKS FOR
TIPS &DESIGNING
YOUR APP

EventMobi also offers a
Help Desk feature, which
provides attendees with the
ability to send messages
directly to the main event app
admin whether that’s the lead
planner, a social media
strategist, or another staff
member. If you see any trends
and repeat questions (e.g. “we
need more snacks,” “breaks
are too short”), you’ll know it’s
something you can act on
immediately.

Supporting industry partners, a global hotel client allowed its staff to
be the DJ for the evening. With the live results page setup at the DJ’s
booth, staff members were able to easily send music requests directly
to the DJ from a survey on their event app.

AWARDS AND CONTESTS

Supporting a major global publisher’s event, organizers ran a contest
for 5 young people to pitch their ideas. Using live polling, attendees
were able to anonymously vote for their favorite ideas. Winners then
received funding based on the results of the live poll!

SHARE THIS TIP!

GET A FREE TRIAL

EVENTMOBI.COM/TRIAL
©2015 EVENTMOBI
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We Love Your Feedback.

C

ustomizing your event app should be considered as
you begin your app design discussions. How will
mobile compliment the experience? What part of the
app will be most useful at what times? Good luck, and never
hesitate to get in touch!
Have you used EventMobi in a creative way that you didn’t see
here? Help your planning peers make the most of their event
apps by sharing your ideas with us. Get in touch with
EventMobi and we’ll be sure to include your ideas and past
success in our next eBook.

©2015 EVENTMOBI
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Let us take you through
our app, One-on-One.
Want to talk details? We’ll give you the grand tour of EventMobi
from pre-event marketing to post-event analysis. Get in touch
with us to ﬁnd out why EventMobi is the #1 event app worldwide.

@EventMobi

eventmobi.com

1 888 296 8415

info@eventmobi.com

